
The Nature of Light 
 
What is light?  Mankind has grappled with this question for 1000’s of years.  Another more 
recent question is:  how do contemporary scientists try to advance their understandings of 
light? At the Lawrence Physics Workshop this weekend, you will attempt to address the first 
question, and, along the way, become acquainted with some answers to the second.  The 
experiments you will undertake this weekend are designed to explore in a very fundamental 
way the nature of light.   Let me quote Feynman, a Nobel Laureate in Physics (1965) and one of 
the top two or three physicists of the 20th century: 
 

Let us start with the history of light.  At first, light was assumed to behave 
very much like a shower of particles, of corpuscles, like rain, or like the bullets 
from a gun.  Then, with further research, it was clear that this was not right, that 
the light actually behaved like waves, like water waves for instance.  Then in the 
20th century, on further research, it appeared again that light actually behaved in 
many ways like particles – these particles are called photons now.  As time went 
on, there was a growing confusion about how light really behaved – waves or 
particles, particles or waves?  Everything looked like both. 
 This growing confusion was resolved with the advent of quantum 
mechanics.  Now we know how light behaves.  But what can we call it?  If I say it 
behaves like particles I give the wrong impression; also if I say it behaves like 
waves.  Light behaves in its own inimitable way, which technically could be called 
a quantum mechanical way.  It behaves in a way that is like nothing that you 
have ever seen before. 

 
So – our plan this weekend is help you explore how light behaves – turning it into something 
you have seen before.  And, we hope, inspire you to delve further into physics, into 
understanding, as much as possible, how light behaves. 
 
Light is a wave: 
 
What is a wave?  An example might be the water wave 
shown at the right; we call it a “disturbance” in the 
water that moves (travels) with some speed while 
retaining its shape.  Alternatively, circles of water waves 
travel out from where a stone is thrown into a lake. 
 
Light, as a wave, can be viewed as a series of peaks and 
troughs in an electromagnetic field (an electromagnetic 
field here is the “medium” instead of water) that travels 
at the speed of light, 300,000,000 meters per second (186,000 miles/second).  Waves typically 
have a wavelength (the spatial distance between adjacent peaks), frequency (the number of 
peaks passing a spot per second) – we perceive color as uniquely associated with a given 
wavelength (yellow, for example, has a wavelength of about 580 billionths of a meter).  To get a 



sense of the wave-nature of light, take a look at the linked applet (requires Java on your 
computer). 
 
What evidence is there that light is a wave?  Answers: 
(1) The Doppler effect:  Light emitted by a source of light moving toward us is observed to have 
a shorter wavelength (bluer color); light emitted by a source moving away from us has a longer 
wavelength (redder color).  Try using the linked applet to examine how the wavelength changes 
depending on whether the source is moving toward you or away from you.  I’d recommend 
clicking the “relativistic” button.  This effect was used to find the first planet outside our solar 
system in 1995, and has since been used to discover another 500 or so extrasolar planets.  At 
the workshop you’ll get a chance to discover multi-planet solar systems using original 
astronomical data. 
 
(2) Interference:  Light waves from two distinguishable but otherwise identical sources 
combines in interesting ways.  In particular, if peaks of two such waves add together, they 
produce a peak twice as high (brighter light).  If a peak and trough add together, they cancel 
each other (no light).  While this sounds ordinary, the surprise comes when you add waves from 
bright sources together and end up with no light!  Try playing with the slits and observing the 
waves in this applet – the light travels very slowly!  An alternate view represents what you’ll see 
in a two-slit experiment – where light travels through two different paths and interferes.  Play 
with the slit width and wavelength.  At the workshop you’ll use interference to 
 (a) measure the wavelength of light 
 (b) remove a kitten from a cage, only using optics 
 (c) create your own hologram (three-dimensional image) 
 (d) create a computer-generated hologram 
 
Light is a particle: 
 
In other situations, light behaves like an indivisible particle.  The photoelectric effect, discovered 
around the turn of the 20th century, led Einstein to win a Nobel prize for postulating that light 
comes in pieces, later called photons.  Imagine making the light in this room dimmer and 
dimmer – once it is dim enough, you’ll find out that light arriving at your eye no longer looks 
smooth and continuous, but arrives in little specs, separated in space and time.  In one way, this 
is the difference between standing under a waterfall that is pouring water continuously on you, 
and then reducing the flow enough so that only single drops fall on you.  The surprise for light is 
that the drops cannot be divided. 
 
How do we know that the drops of light (photons) cannot be divided?  You’ll perform an 
experiment that shows exactly this: You’ll send a single photon into a splitter (something that 
tries to split the photon in two).  By measuring the light coming out of the splitter, you’ll find 
that a single photon always goes one way or the other but never both.  See the picture below.  

http://www.walter-fendt.de/ph14e/emwave.htm
http://facstaff.cbu.edu/~jvarrian/applets/doppler1/doppler.htm
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/wave-interference
http://www.walter-fendt.de/ph14e/doubleslit.htm


  
Light is its own thing, behaving in a way that is like nothing you have ever seen before. 
 
Now wait.  We’ve just said that light is made of particles that cannot be divided.  Before that, 
we’ve said that light is a wave (waves can be divided), and that when we add two waves we find 
bright and dark spots through interference.  So, we can only get interference between two 
different light waves, right?  Wrong!   
 
How do we know this is wrong?  You’ll perform two experiments to show that a single, 
indivisible, photon can somehow divide and interfere with itself.  And yet also, when observed, 
always shows up as one, indivisible, photon.  What on earth does this look like? 
 
 

 



Consider the figure above.  Suppose you send a sequence of single photons towards a splitter.  
The splitter transmits 50% of these photons and reflects 50% of them (colored green and red 
for clarity; the photon either follows the green or the red path, never both).  Now imagine that 
we add a couple perfect mirrors and a second splitter, as shown.  At the second splitter, each 
photon has a 50% chance of being reflected or transmitted – these are the dashed lines.  So we 
expect that 50% of the red-path photons go up (i.e. 25% of the total presumably go up since 
50% x 50% is 25%).  And so on. 
 
But what do we see?  The number of photons that actually goes to the right is not 50% - it 
varies between 0% and 100%, depending on where, exactly, we put the mirrors.  For one mirror 
position, 100% of the photons go right, 0% go up! 
 
If we block the green path (so that no photons can go that way), we always see 50% going to 
the right, 50% up.  If we unblock the green path, we see 100% and 0%.  The only conclusion is 
that, somehow, each photon appears to have a chance to go either way, and there appears to 
be an interference effect at work here.  A single photon acts like a wave. 
 
Even worse, suppose we make it possible to figure out which way the photon went – so that we 
can tell whether the photon took the green path or the red path. Do we now see 100% right 
and 0% up at the very end?  No!  We see 50%/50%.  So if we somehow determine in mid-
stream which way the photon went, it seems to be able to go in only one way!  The photon acts 
like a particle. 
 
And the worst piece of all?  You’ll set up an experiment where the photon will appear to act like 
a particle – it will “know” which way it went.  But then, after it has already figured this out, 
you’ll force it to forget that information.  What do you think will happen?  The photon behaves 
like a wave again.   
 
 
  



Experiments and behavior: 

Experiment Light’s behavior 

Fourier Optics: 
Remove kitty from cage, optically 
Computer generated hologram 

Wave 

Holography: 
Making a white-light hologram 

Wave 

Photon Existence: 
Light comes in particles that cannot be divided 

Particle 

Two-slit interference: 
Different color light has different wavelengths; 
wavelengths are very small. 
Single photons interfere with themselves! 

Inimitable self: particle and wave. 

Spectroscopy: 
Different color light has different wavelengths 

Wave 

Extra-solar planet search: 
How can we “see” planets by looking at their 
host stars? 

Wave 

Quantum Eraser: 
Light is crazy.  A single “particle” can extend 
over centimeters.  And can know how it got 
from one place to another.  And can be made 
to forget that knowledge. 

Inimitable self: particle and wave. 

 


